Experimental and Nonlinear Analysis of Cracking in Concrete Arch Dams Due to Seismic Uplift Pressure Variations
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**ABSTRACT**

Cracked concrete arch dam’s behavior due to moderate earthquake magnitude and water pressure variation was investigated. Plain concrete was used to cast the dam’s models with 45 Mpa design strength. A shake table has been planned, manufactured, and built to create a dynamic testing facility. The experimental work was included testing of four scaled-down concrete arch dams’ models, which is divided into two groups, each group contains two different degrees of curvature models. An artificial crack was made at the center of the dam’s body. The extended finite element method (XFEM) is outlined in order to address the numerical predicate for the propagation of a crack. The results showed a good behavior of all arch dams under moderate earthquake intensity. The arch dam with a higher degree of curvature recorded 17.8% and 16.2% lower displacement at Z and X-direction, respectively. The stress evaluation and crack propagation in comparison with the arch dam owns the lowest degree of curvature. Hence, increasing the degree of curvature led to raising the stability of the dam, earthquake resistance, less displacement, and less growth of tensile cracks.

1. INTRODUCTION

A dam is a hydraulic structure of nearly impermeable material created over a river to create a reservoir on its upstream side to impound water for different purposes. This may include drainage, water management, flood control, navigation, agriculture, tourism, and the most important purpose is hydropower. At first, dams were initially designed by humans to deal with the needs of small settlements for agriculture [1, 2]. Dams have begun to be used not only for irrigation but for water storage and hydroelectric power [3] depending on the location of the dam. Hydropower produces 19% of the world’s overall energy supply and is widely used in more than 150 countries and water-rich countries like Canada, Norway and Brazil that almost solely use dams for hydropower output [4].

Dams can be classified according to construction design [5] or the structures used to endure tension due to water pressure [6] in the reservoir into two types as gravity and arch dams. The most popular type of concrete dam is a concrete gravity dam that is shown in Figure 1. In this type of dam, the concrete and friction mass weight resist the water pressure of the reservoir and is made of non-reinforced vertical concrete blocks with flexible seals in the joints between the blocks. In cross-section, concrete arch dams are usually very small, as shown in Figure 2. The water forces of the reservoir acting on an arch dam are brought onto the abutments laterally, formed from a series of thin vertical blocks connected together, with water stopping between the blocks [7, 8].

Arch dams are subjected to assortment types of loads, most of the time it is static caused by water pressure, dam’s self-weight, temperature variation [9, 10], and ice loads. In some cases, subjected to dynamic loads such as traffic loads, wind loads and seismic loads which is the most dangerous case. The seismic loads can play an important role in its effect to the arch dams especially if
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these dams are subjected to prior deformations, such as cracks. The importance of studying the risk of seismic loads on arched dams lies in the extent of their impact on the stability of the dam and the response of the dam to it, which preserves its structure and prevents the development of cracks on it.

A variety of earthquake research studies on concrete arch dams have previously stated that complex impacts on arch dams should be taken into account in the ground motions. It also presents an arch dam's three-dimensional linear earthquake response. In the finite element analysis, various soil motion results are taken into account and, in addition to rigid and elastic base conditions [11].

Researchers have recently studied the impact of earthquakes on concrete arch dams and found that most of the modern dams in regions exposed to seismic activities have been built utilizing techniques that are now becoming simplistic and unreliable. The damage sustained by the few dams that have been exposed to extreme ground movements, such as Hsinfengkiang Dam in China, the Pacoima Dam in the U.S. and Koyna Dam in India, along with the increasing concern about the earthquake protection of sensitive infrastructure, has driven substantial interest in modern study and exploration of existing dams. The seismic protection of several dams has been tested over the past 20 years, and some of them have been improved to enhance their seismic tolerance [12, 13].

Concrete failure is a crack forming and development process [14]. In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in the study of the relationship between seismic effects and cracks developed in arch dams. One of the main obstacles is the process of representing the arch dam and conducting practical experiments on it, which requires equipment and high costs. The main objectives of this paper can be listed as follows:

- Make an experimental investigation to examine the behavior of arch dam under seismic loads and uplift pressure variations.
- Investigate the propagation of crack of the arch dam under seismic loads and uplift pressure variations.
- Use the extended finite element method (XFEM) for analysis of the arch dams and to predict the crack propagation and the development of other cracks under water pressure and seismic loads.

2. ARCH DAM CLASSIFICATION

Arch dams are classified according to the ratio of their thickness to their height into three sections:
1. Thin if \( \frac{b}{h} \leq 0.2 \).
2. Medium-thick \( \frac{b}{h} = (0.2 – 0.4) \).
3. Thick \( \frac{b}{h} \geq 0.4 \).

According to the new classification if \( \frac{b}{h} > 0.65 \), then there will be a fourth type called (Arch gravity dam). Also, arch dams are classified according to their height as:
1. Low arch dam if \( h \leq 30 \text{m} \)
2. Medium if \( h = (31 \text{m} - 90 \text{m}) \)
3. Large if \( h \geq 91 \text{m} \).

Only thin arch dams need reinforcement which is not needed for other forms of dams because it greatly raises the cost [15–19].

3. SHAKING TABLE DESIGN

A uniaxial shake table with a rotating platform capability (2DOF; axial and rotational degrees of freedom) was planned, manufactured and built to create a dynamic testing facility, which is servo-electrically controlled and powered by low-friction ball bushing bearings. To ensure an effective reproduction of input motion by the shake table method, a system has been assembled with caution. In the time and frequency domain, arbitrary comparisons of input signal verses shake-table response have been used to calculate the simulator’s abilities to replicate earthquake movements scaled according to similarity rules.

The electrical shake table is shown in Figure 3. It was completely manufactured locally under the direct supervision of the researcher and his supervisors uniaxially with an ability of a rotating platform in two horizontal directions.
4. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

4.1. Dimension Analysis A dimensional analysis was conducted with the aid of Buckingham (π) theorem to establish similarity relationships between systems [20, 21]. Scale factors obtained by dimensional analysis is reflected in the relation between prototype and model. The real dam that was chosen for the purpose of taking on the climatic conditions and the real loads that it is exposed to, and applied to the proposed models for the purpose of conducting the present study on the Dinas Arch Dam located in Wales City in the UK [22] with 14m height. The similitude necessities for dynamic relationships between the model and prototype rely on the geometric, material properties of the structure and on the sort of force applied to the structure. Whether we need to obtain dynamic similitude we should have geometric similarity jointly with kinematic and dynamic similarities [23, 24]. Because of the calamitous nature of earthquakes, this kind of force wants to be taken industriously into consideration in the design of structures. Replica models for shake table testing ought to satisfy both the Froude and Cauchy scaling requirements as aforesaid in Equations (1) and (2), respectively; which implies the simultaneous replication of inertia, restoring and gravitational forces [25].

\[ Fr = \frac{v^2}{g} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\[ Ca = \frac{\rho v^2}{\varepsilon} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Since the value of gravitational acceleration (g) must be equal to one, and from the dimensional analysis we get the dimensionless product of \( S_a/S_g = 1 \) (a is the imposed acceleration), the following scaling law is derived:

\[ SE/\rho = SL \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

This is hard to understand because it requires that the model material has a massive mass density or small modulus or even both. A better alternative is to raise the density [15], of the structure with extra non-structural material. Similitude requirements for earthquake modelling is detailed in Table 1. Geometric dimensions of the model were obtained by directly scaling the prototype dimensions by the scale factor \( S_L = 15.6 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Scale Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modulus E</td>
<td>FL(^2)</td>
<td>( S_E )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force Q</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>( S_E S_L^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure q</td>
<td>FL(^2)</td>
<td>( S_E )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Dimensions</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>( S_L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density ( \rho )</td>
<td>FL ( vT^2 )</td>
<td>( \frac{S_E}{S_L} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time t</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>( S_L^{0.5} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency ( \omega )</td>
<td>T(^1)</td>
<td>( S_L^{0.5} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity Acceleration G</td>
<td>LT(^2)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Criteria for Arch Dam and Material Properties Such structures are designed primarily to carry only gravity, uplift pressure, and hydrostatic loads. Therefore, seismic resistance is not regarded. In this study, a single curvature scaled-down arch dams were simulated with two different curvatures to assess stress distribution over the dam, displacement of the concrete arch dam, and follow-up to the spread of crack underwater pressure and intensity of the earthquake. The dams in this investigation are depending on optional information brought by Manual-EM 1110-2-2201 [18]. However, the model used in this study is a typical model and the crack is created artificially to the model to assess the crack propagation at the center of the dam. The site, water reservoir information, the weather, and other significant details for dam plan and design were given. Typical values have been chosen to understand the properties of the materials. Experimentally, two solid 3D plain concrete medium-thick arch dam models with two different curvatures (1 model for each curvature) used in this study are shown in Figures 4 and 5; fixed from the bottom with dimensions and properties as the detail is summarized in Table 2. An artificial crack made at the center back of the dam's body is shown in Figures 6 and 7 with its dimensions as 200 mm length, 20 mm height, and 20 mm depth.

See Figure 3. Shaking table developed as experimental rig.

See Figure 4. Arch dam models.
**Figure 5.** Concrete arch dam models

**Figure 6.** Arch dam model with artificial crack

**Figure 7.** Concrete arch dam with artificial crack

**Figure 8.** Concrete arch dam model with fixed support

**Table 2.** Dimensions and properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outer length (mm)</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner length (mm)</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius (mm)</td>
<td>1188</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (mm)</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness (mm)</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- °: Degree of curvature, $L/r = 0.017^\circ$ [26]

4.3 **Experimental Tests**

The model is installed as shown in Figure 8 with fixed the bottom by concrete. The shake table operated to apply a two-dimensional earthquake intensity. Moderate magnitude (5.7M) of actual earthquake records are selected from the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center (PEER) ground motion database [29–31]. The acceleration of (Mammoth Lakes-04) earthquake is presented in Figure 9. A water pressure was applied to the surface of the crack using a pressure compressor with a capacity of 10 bars, as shown in Figure 10a. A 5% ratio of damping in the system of damping was considered. Up to the full reservoirs, the water level is assumed to be 14 m. A combination of multiple loads will be applied to the dam models consisting of static loads (water pressure + dam’s self-weight) and dynamic loads (earthquake + hydrodynamics). Due to dam’s gravity, the static solutions of the dam weight and hydrostatic loads in the initial situations are taken as the system’s diverse evaluations. The Westergaard’s [32, 33] virtual mass is employed to provide the influence of hydrodynamics. The importance of the simulated mass of Westergaard [34] is $M_i^1$ at node $i$ on the upstream of the dam’s surface is:

$$ M_i^1 = \frac{Z}{g} \rho_w \frac{b_{i1} + b_{i2}}{2} \sqrt{hy_i} $$

where $(h)$ refers to the water’s depth, $(\rho_w)$ refers to the mass density of water, $(y_i)$ represents the distance between the surface of the water and node $(i)$, and $(b_{i1})$ and $(b_{i2})$ refer to the lengths of the edges of quadrilateral constant-strain elements next to node $(i)$ on the dam’s upstream surface. It is worth emphasizing that the analysis does not include consideration of seismic water pressure effects within the cracks. It is important to investigate in greater depth the impact of seismic water pressure on crack propagation, as well as the dam’s dynamic response.
Figure 9. Acceleration components

Figure 10. (a: applied water pressure, b: measurement of displacements. c: concrete strain gauge)

Linear displacement sonic transducers were used to measure the absolute response displacements in the longitudinal (horizontal) direction during the shaking table tests fixed as shown in Figure 10b. The LVDT fixed at coordinates measured from the center of the dam as (0, -0.15,0) for LVDT in Z-direction and (-0.75,-0.15,-0.5) for LVDT in X-direction and (-0.75,-0.15,-0.5) in Y-direction? The displacement transducer has a stroke of ±100 mm. There is a variety of mechanical and electrical methods of measuring strain, but owing to their superior measurement properties, the vast majority of stress measurements are conducted using strain gauges. Form (PL-60-11-3LJC-F) concrete strain gauges were used in the experimental method, with the following characteristics: wire form, with the stiffness of 119±0.5 percent, a gauge factor of 2.08±1 percent, a gauge length of 60 mm, and a gauge width of 2.5 mm with a maximum strain of 2 percent as shown in Figure 10c.

4. 4. Selection of the Ground (Shaking Table) Excitation

The initial accelerogram has a complete duration of 40 seconds of the ground excitation period with peak acceleration 4.4 \( \frac{\text{m}}{\text{s}^2} \). To satisfy the criteria for consistency, the used record was time-compressed by a factor of \( S_T = \sqrt{S_L} \). While, there were around 10.3 seconds of active seismic excitation time after time compression as shown in Figure 11.

5. NONLINEAR ANALYSIS

As part of the research, the same concrete arch dam models are established and the numerical solutions are correlated with the experimental results. The models are created and analyzed by using the (XFEM) method. A strong and robust process program is compulsory for the analysis. ABAQUS/CAE 6.13 (2017) software was used to specify the nonlinear dynamic analysis in this study. The numerical models have the same geometry, dimensions, and boundary conditions of the prototype of the tested arch dam models.

5. 1. Dam Modeling by XFEM

Belytschko and Black’s [35] extended finite element technique encompasses substantial advantages in relation to crack propagation numerical modeling. Moreover, this method does not require the finite element mesh to correspond to the presence of cracks. Likewise, there is no requirement for the remeshing for crack growth. This is a consequence of the displacement vector function approximation which is appended to model the crack’s existence. When the crack is modelled using XFEM, the classical displacement is predicated on the finite element approximation in conjunction with the partition of unity method (PUM) paradigm, as per Melenk and Babuška [10, 36, 37]. This permits easy incorporation of local

Figure 11. Scaled Down Mammoth Lakes-04 Components
enrichment functions into the finite element approximation. Specifically, enrichment functions generally comprise near-tip asymptotic functions which apprehend the uniqueness encircling the crack tip and an intermittent function that signifies the displacement leap across the surfaces of cracks. Currently, the XFEM method is employed to represent the crack initiation and proliferation manifest in concrete gravidynamics, as per ABAQUS/CAE for brittle or ductile materials, such as the concrete gravity dams modeled in the current work [38, 39]. This process is described in more detail in the ensuing sections of this paper.

The (XFEM) emerged from the cohesive segments method [40, 41]. When it is employed in unison with the phantom node technique [42–44], it is possible to replicate crack initiation and proliferation in an indiscriminate direction. This is because the crack propagation is not bound to mesh-based element peripheries. The crack tip position does not need to be specified with this method. Rather, it is only necessary to indicate a region of reference in which the crack will proliferate. Furthermore, no near-tip asymptotic singularity is required. It is merely necessary to contemplate the displacement jump across a cracked element. This means that the crack is obliged to proliferate across a complete element in an instant in order to obviate the necessity of modelling stress singularity. The phantom node approach superimposes the phantom elements, rather than incorporating further elements of freedom. In this way, this method is able to describe discontinuity and can be readily encompassed within traditional finite element codes. XFEM can be employed in relation to 2D [38, 42, 45, 46], 3D problems [45, 47–49], and dynamic problems [50–52].

5.2. Three Dimensional Modeling and Mesh Distribution In order to model the concrete members, a 3D first order diminutive integration continuum elements (C3D8R-Brick) are applied. These components are flexible and can be used in models for basic linear analysis or for complex nonlinear interaction [53, 54], plasticity, and large deformation analyses. A normal concrete discretization mesh is presented in Figure 12.

5.3. The Model Calibration and Evaluation It cannot describe how the content changes due to damage by determining damage initiation. The damage is modelled within ABAQUS employing a scalar damage criterion \( D \). This can vary from 0 which means (no damage) to 1 which means (complete - failure). To measure the stress, including damage, the stress that would have been there without damage is multiplied by \( (1 - D) \). This contributes to the undamaged reaction without damage \( (D = 0) \), the stress is 0 with complete failure \( (D = 1) \) and persists in between a fraction of the stress (see Figure 13) [39, 55].

It is important to determine either the maximum displacement or the fracturing energy that is the field under the curve in traction versus the separation graph. The softening behavior can be defined by various options: how the traction-separation graph goes from the point at the beginning of damage to the fully failed state. In this case, linear softening is used, which in the traction-separation graph refers to a straight line. Mode mixing may be taken into consideration, with the BK law, power-law, or tabular data defined. Alternatively, it is possible to indicate model-independent behavior. Owing to the softening of the material model, simulations like damage evolution frequently lead to convergence difficulties. ABAQUS facilitates the use of viscous regularization during damage to stabilize the reaction. The tangent stiffness matrix will then be positive definite for sufficiently small-time measures. As a sub-option for Maxps impact, a viscosity coefficient may be defined. It should be selected in such a way that the effect on the final outcome of the stabilization is negligible. The ALLVD (viscous dissipation) production can be compared to ALLSE (strain energy) to verify this. In contrast with ALLSE, if ALLVD is not thin, viscous stabilization is likely to affect outcomes. Playing around with the coefficient of viscosity will help produce a fair outcome in a reasonable period of time [39, 55].

![Figure 12. Concrete members discretized using brick elements](image1.png)

![Figure 13. Damage evaluation](image2.png)
from determining when the material will be damaged and how it will respond after the damage is started, it is important to define the area where a crack can occur. This is the area where the words for enrichment can be applied. To permit the crack to spread, the ‘allow crack growth’ box should be checked. XFEM may also be used for stationary splits, which enables the measurement of contour integrals with less meshing effort. It is possible to insert a different component reflecting the crack (without property or mesh) into the assembly and move it to the correct location. The crack is described by selecting this portion as a crack position. The crack does not have to be around the edges of the part. In fact, if the crack crosses through the part, the XFEM method functions better. For interaction between both sides of the crack, frictionless small-sliding interaction can be described. The solution controls can be changed to help in achieving a converged solution. It is possible to verify discontinuous analysis in the time incrementation column. This makes it possible for ABAQUS to do further iterations before seeing whether the answer goes somewhere. The parameter (I−A ) can be increased from the default (5) in the first More tab, to make ABAQUS more attempts before the simulation is aborted. Increasing the number of attempts is helpful if major cut-backs are needed. ABAQUS immediately produces an iso-surface view cut based on this performance if PHILSM is required, which displays the position of the break. The crack will not be noticeable when it is not requested, and the effects displayed will be counterintuitive. STATUxSXFEM is also XFEM-specific. It gives the position of the enriched elements, if the element is undamaged it is (0.0), if the element is absolutely cut through (no traction forces exist), and if the element is weakened but certain traction forces exist, it is a value in between. Of course, natural outputs are also available, such as stress and pressure.

6. EXPERIMIANTAL RESULTS

Two model arch dams were tested using the time-compressed Mammoth Lakes-04 1980 earthquake in two horizontal directions of excitations. one model (M1) with 74° degree of curvature and one model (M2) with 124° degree of curvature. Traces of the dam displacement, stresses, crack propagation, and table motion was recorded during each test. The test program was thus selected so that the models were exposed to 14 m maximum reservoir water level. The time-history of the dam displacements, stress distribution (see Figure 14), and crack propagation during Mammoth Lakes-04 are extracted from the experimental test as will present in this section.

6. 1. Time History Results during Moderate Seismic Excitation with Water Pressure

During the moderate magnitude, both models show a good response to the applied ground motion excitation without any damage evaluation. The results, as shown in Figures 15 and 16, indicate that M2 provides a good response

Figure 14. Strain gauges fixed in three points all over the model to verify the stress development during the test

Figure 15. The response of M1 and M2 in Z, X direction, moderate magnitude 5.7M
The maximum principal stresses occurred in points 1, 2, and 3 for M1 and M2, moderate magnitude compared to M1. The horizontal component 1 (Z-Direction) records the max displacement response compared to the horizontal component 2 (X-Direction) for models M1 and M2 while the max stress recorded during the test was observed at point 3 near the dam’s support. Model M1 shows a slight crack propagation while there is no crack propagation is observed for M2 as shown in Figure 17.

7. NUMERICAL TIME HISTORY OF THE DAMS DURING MODERATE MAGNITUDE WITH WATER PRESSURE

The time-history of the dam displacements, stress distribution, and crack propagation during Mammoth Lakes-04 moderate excitation is presented. Figures 18 to 20 provide an overview of the analytical and experimental results, indicating a satisfactory level of agreement between the two sets of results. Numerical and experiment analysis showed a slight crack propagation in model M1. For model M2, no damages were observed during run Mammoth Lakes-04 5.7M.

Figure 17. Deformation and crack propagation patterns for (M1&M2)
With successive increases in earthquake time until reach to 10.3 second, in model 1, a crack at the middle has propagated from the center into the left and right sides and the max stresses distributed all over the body. Interestingly, model 2 was observed less affected by an increase in earthquake time.

8. CONCLUSION

In the current study, the conclusion can summarize as follow:
1. The curved shape of the dam provides the dam the capability to accommodate the applied loads and increase its stability.
2. For moderate earthquakes, the arch dams may withstand the earthquake even if it contains initial cracks. 
3. Non-seismically reinforcement details in medium concrete arch dams do not form a potential source of damage.
4. Most of the deformation and damage development occurred due to the existence of an initial crack.
5. As a method that relies on generalized FEM and the partition of unity method, XFEM is effective for the analysis of discontinuous crack growth in a way that does not rely on the internal geometry and physical interfaces. Consequently, meshing and re-meshing complexities associated with discontinuous problems can be addressed.
6. The degree of curvature is related to the dam's stability. Increasing the degree of curvature make the dam more stable, more responsive to ground motion, less displacement, and less tensile crack development.
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چکیده
رفتار سد قوس بنا نیوی، ترک خارجی به دلیل شدت زمین لرزه و نگهداری آب مورد بررسی قرار گرفت. برای طراحی مدل سد با مقاومت طراحی 25 مگاپاسکال از بتن ساده استفاده شد. سد با مقاومت طراحی 45 مگاپاسکال از بتن ساده استفاده شد. یک جدول لرزه برای اجرا یک مرکز آزمایشی ساخته شد. کار آزمایش شامل آزمایش چهار مدل سد قوسی می‌باشد که به دو گروه تقسیم شده است. هر گروه شامل دو درجه مختلف مدل انحنا است. یک شکاف مصنوعی در مرکز بدنه سد ایجاد شد. نتایج نشان داد که رفتار خوب تمام سدها قوسی تحت شدت متوسط زلزله وجود دارد. ارزیابی تنها درجه انحنا به دو درجه متفاوت مدل انحنا است. سد قوسی با درجه انحنا بالاتر درجه انحنا بالاتری داشت و بیشترین ترکیب مصالح سد قوسی درجه انحنا بالاتری داشت. 
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